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Stall cell propagation in two mismatchied compressor Stages 

This Nemorandum describes an investiga%ion into the flow fluctua- 

tions occurring in two mismatched otaiges in the N.G.T.E. 106 low speed 

CCmpre3s0r. It3 pur~~ose is to con-tribute tn a gener,ll understanding of 

surgin,-, and unstea:iy flow -phenomena in Pull scale compressors when 

operating in a mismatched condition. 

licit wire anemometers were used to ex:lmine the fluctuations, 

measurements being made before and after each blade row at tioven flow 

Coefficients. 

It W2S f'Ound that ‘before sui-ge W2S reached, random fluctuations of 

amplitude urj to nearly 3C per cent of the mean velocity occurred, the 

am..litude tgSniiing to kxrease as surge was aqpr,oached. The major surge 

consisted of a singic stsll celi rotating at 35 per cent of thz compressor 

speed bu t this was preceded by a less noticeable surge which consisted of 

tlTW2 Cell:; rctating 2-t the same speed. The flow in the annulus outside 

the stall cells was ;'ound to have a cyclic distribution, v;ith an am@ituOe 

01' the order of 50 per cent of the mean velocity, the ccZls occurring in 

the regions of l.oy:est velocity. 

The results gxx9-z;ily emphasise the complex nature of the flows 

occurring in the surg.e a& near surge cenditions, and the dependence of 

Stall cell propagation in one stqe on interfcZ?nce iki3lll neighkxxxing -. 
stages. 
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1.0 Introduction 

The work described in this Memorandum is part of a general examina- 
tion of compressor surge, and is a continuation of the investigation 
reported in Reference I. This reference reports tests cn the effect of 
inter-stage spacing on the surge behavi'ur of two mismatched compressor 
stages, of which the second had the lower surge flow coefficient when 
tested separately. At the smallest spacing of the tests, the stages 
SUlpd at the separate surge flow of the second stage, the surges of the 
separate and of the combined stages all producing a similes sound, a 
steady pulsation of approximately IO c/set. 

At a somewhat higher inter-stage spacing a secondary surge was 
observed to precede the main surge; 
pulsation and resulted in 

it was characterised by a more rapid 

characteristics. 
3 sm,aller discontinuity in the pressure rise 

For convenience this secondary surge is referred to 
as the "rapid pulse" surge as distinct from the primary or "slow pulse" 
surge. 

The object of the present investigation was to make a detailed 
examination of the flow fluctuations associated with the various surge 
conditions in the two-stage tests at the hAgher spacing, a similar exami- 
nation being carried out on the first stage when tested alone, for pur- 
poses of comparison. 

2.0 Apparatus 

2.1 The compressor 

The 106 compressor is described in Reference 2. It is a low 
speed multi-stage machine of constant annulus dimensions and a diameter 
ratio of 0.75. The blade height is 2.5 in. and the mean diameter 
‘17.5 in. At the normal running speed of 1500 rev/min, the mesn diameter 
blade speed is 114.5 ft/sec, and the blade Reynolds number based on this 
speed and the blade chord is 0.65 x 105, The blade chord is approximately 
1.1 -in. and the mean diameter pitch/chord ratio is 0.85. Any number of 
stages up to eight can be employed and the inter-stage spacing can be 
varied Kithin 1Liits. 

In the present tests, the blades were of medium stagger free 
vortex design with 50 per cent reaction at mean diameter. Design details 
of Stage I are given in Append& I. Fzr Stage 2, the stagger of both 
rotor and stator blades was numerically increased by 15O; the axial 
spacing between Stage 1 stator blades and Stage 2 rotor blades was approxi- 
mately five blade chords. 

Figure I shows the general arrangement of the compressor assembled 
with two stages and Figure 2 the lea&i.% dimensions of the blading. 

2.2 Rut wire anemometers 

Two hot wire anemnmeters, lJ2O apart, were placed before and after 
each stator blade row as shown in Figure 2. An additional anemometer Was 
placed after the first-stage rotor blade row. Figure 2 also gives the 
identification code for the anemometer positions. Each anemometer could 
be traversed across for these tests, three radial 

in. from the outside diameter, G.5 in. from 
the inside diameter, and mean diameter. 
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The active element of the anemcmeter consisted of a tungsten wire 
0.0004 in. in diameter, and 0.08 in. long, of approximately 2 ohms 
resistance at room te;nperature, soldered across pin supports, as shown 
in Figure 3. The supply and measuring circuit is also shown in Figure 3. 
The mire heating current, drawn from lead acid accumulators of large 
capacity, was effectively constant and was adjusted so that a fixed ratio 
was maintained between the mean resistance of the element when it was hot 
and when it was at the temperature of the air Slow. Under these conditions 
the output from the hot wire could be interpreted. The out-puts were 
recorded by means of a six-channel cathode ray recording unit. 

The simplified theory OX' the hot wire anemometer is dealt with in 
Appendix II. 

2.3 Other measurements 

MISS flow was calculated from the velocity head in the outlet ducting, 
measured sufficiently far downstream to be unaffected by the surge flow 
fluctuations. A calibration was derived in the unsurged condition from 
the inlet static depression, which -possessed a known relationship to the 
mass f lm. This relationship had been found not to a@y during surge, 
and t&s could net be used directly in the present tests. 

Temperature was measured at inlet by means of a mercury-in-glass 
thermometer, and speed with a Easier hand tachometer. 

The aerodynamic characteristics of the blading had already been 
determined and reported in Reference 1, but check pressure measurements 
were taken during the present tests by means of pitot combs placed after 
each stage 

3.0 Test technique 

The two-stage build was tested first, the flow fluctuations being 
recorded at all positions, at each of seven flcu coefficients. The 
compressor was then rebuilt with the first stage only, and the tests were 
rqeated at the same flow coefficients, the anemometers at position 'B' 
in Figure 2 being omitted. 

The flow coefficients of the tests were selected with reference to 
the aerodynamic characteristics of the stages as reported in Reference I. 
Pi,g..re 4 shows the characteristics as obtained in the two stages when 
tested togcthcr and Figure 5 those for +he stages tasted individually the 
flow coefficients of the prosent tests also being indicated. A descrip- 
tion of the noise emitted is given at the top of the figures, the hatched 
areas rcprcscnting the surge discontinuities. 

The ailemometers mere yawed so that the tungsten mire was at 
right angles to the axial direction. Thus the fluctuations -measured 
were substa,ntially those of the axial component of ISnc velocity. 
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The following table relates the pssitions of the test flow coeffi- 
cients to the floss conditions of the ccmpressor. 

0.55 

0.51 

0.46 

0.35 

0.285 

0.25 

0.0 

Stages I cand 2 in series ' Stage I crly 
- 

Unsurged ' Unsurged 

Unsurged Unsurged; near start of 
slow pulse surge 

Unsurged; nesr stsrt of Slow pulse surge starts 
rayid pulse surge 

Rapid pulse s'urge Slew pulse surge 

Slow pulse surge starts Slow pulse? surge 

Slow pulse surge : Slow pulse surge 

Slow pulse surge Slow pulse surge 

4-o Test results 

4.1 General 

As described in Section 2.2, records yzere t&en at three radial 
positicns. Yithin the general iimits of accuracy of the tests it was 
found that the mean diameter conditions were sul'ficiently representative 
of those over the whole blade height. The comments in this section and 
the reccrds reproduced in Figures 7 to 17 are therefore confined to the 
mean diemeter conditions. 

In all the records, the lower trace WLS provided ty a tachometer 
generator, one cycie reuresentiq one revolution of the compressor rotor, 
1.e. 0.04 seconds - in thrse tes'is. On the remaining traces, positive 
velocity increments are measured downwards. 

The anemometer positions for each trace are indicated in the 
Figures, the numbering system being shown in I"igure 2. 

4.2 __ Accuracy cf records --- 

There are several factors which prevent the records from being 
exact (i.e. linear) representations of the time variation of the air velo- 
city at the hct wire. The first of these is that the relationship between 
change of velocity and change of' wire resistance is linear for small 
changes cir-dy (see Appendix II); those experienced in these tests were 
comparatively large. A&0, if the fluctuations are so large as to 
reverse the direction of flow, the reverse velocity is shown on the records 
as being ef' positive sign, i&e hot wire responding to magnitudes only. 



Another fat-tar is that the response of a hot wire diminishes with 
increase cf frequency or' the imposed velocity flustuations. yh-js is 

because 02 the lag caused by heat storage in the *ire. It is discussed 
briefly in Appendix XI. There is also an acccm-oanying phase c'nanse. -. 

Fimall~~ .I , the frequency response 02 the amplifiers may distort the 
rPc(7rds. This was the major cause of distortion in the present tes-ts. 
Ii?%lly, the amplifiers shculd be such as to just coimpensate for frec$xncy 
response of the hot -+/ire. Xith the a@ifiers available Tar the present 
tests, however, the lowest frewency ccmpontintc; of the velocity flucb.a- 
tions vere recorded on a scale of the order of one tenth of that of the 
highest frequencies. figure 6 has been prepared to illustrate this 
distortion. in the upper olagr@xl a typi;~~aI. recclrd of a stall cell Is 
slwm while the lower diagram shcws tke SNliC record viitll an a;;-r;rcxim~~te 
correcticn made for the ainplitude di;torticn. Another kind of distortion 
which may be present is a r,hnse shif't; bzi,wir-en the hiph and low frequency 
ccmpcnents, this resulting in an incorrect positioning of the hi,& 
freT+ency region in Figure 6 in relation to the low frequency component. 
Tile high Prcouency region, wX.ci~ is the a&u4 stall cell, should be 
shifted tow=& t-he trough oi' the low frequency component. 

The records are described in dctail in the succeeding sections; 
they can ue dividei: into two m::.in cat:;yor.i.t:s - randi)m perturbations and 
rotating stall ~2e;i.c;. Ferturljatiom in the VI-locii;y occur at flo\5s 
considerably larger C&n -Xl:: surge flow; they appear to be comp:Letely 
irregular, 
SiadZ x&es 

as regards timing, amplitude, and distribution in the annuulus. 
can be &3tected on. the ri~c0rd.s a:; 2. high i'rec4J.lenCy flUctueX- 

Tile J_07jc:-r diaz,ram of Pigur-2 6 sklc-dn 2. t7uical stell cell record I 
corrected for am$Lifiier distortion. It cc~n&is essentically of tiK3 pats - 
ti-,e actual stall cell in.dicp,ted b;r the com@ex region of high frequency 
fiuztuations, and the lcw frec;_v.ency sling on xhich the cell is superimposed. 
'i?& lox freoucncy saing indicates that 
there j-s a cGnsi.derable va-iztion of 

even where the blades <'ire unstalled, 
velocity ;rith circumferenti.EJ position 

at 2ny inst.wt, CT with time at anji pn 3 i.t 10 n. The internal structure of 
the stall cell is seen to be cmpiex. 'The variations of axial velocity 
azx probably due to interaction of st;dlP:i ?;Lx'ie ~mk5.5, and P.3preSCllt 

ci;an~es in both magnitude and direction of velocity, mcdii'ied by turbulenc.e 
e"fects. 

Examination of the records shovds that in most cases, there is a 
variation c/f characteristics (wi;ith, amplitude, shape etc.) fiOr?i stall Cell 
to stall cell, and in the same stall cell :,s it travels round the LUAUS. 

A theoretical concept of a stall cell as an invariable region of reduced 
velocity and sirnIle shape t+, rqvellirig ~:n~iXormly round an annulus containing 
otkersiise undisturbed f'lo~ ljqould t;lus be highly simplified. 
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magnitude; in the case of st:dl cells they re.?er to the lox frequency 
swing r3riL.y. 

Va/t~ = 0.55 (Figures 4 and 7) 
.m- 

This is a point well cut of surge. Ij,th blade wakes and la*ger 
perturbations at irregular intervals can be detected. T]le '<J&es E1-P 
represented bg variations of about 1 per cent of the mean axiz1 velocity, 
While the pertUrbations are nf 3 to 4 per cent magnitude, at CL1 anemometer 
positi.ons. 

Vdu = 0.51 (k'igures I+ <and 8) * -- 

A-1 this I%IW, the compressor is s"cill. well out Of Surn3 
0 l 

lIere 
again the blade wakes are 01' about 1 per cent magnitude, :vith rsndcm 
perturbations 3 3 to 5 per cent. 

Va/,j = 0.46 (i?igures 4. and 5) 

This point is near the onset of tke r<qid pulse surge. The blade 
WC&"33 xe of about 2 r)er cent magnitude; the perturbations still aFpe=- 
to be random, and have inoreascd -in amplitude -i;O IC per text after the 
first-stage rctcr, 20 per cent after tL e Eirst-staTe stat:Tr, and i+ per 
cent after the second-stage rotor and statcr. Tne j;ertl.lrbations :>re thus 
greatest in the first stage which is operating at a flow lower than its 
single-stage surge value (:i!'igure 5). 

Va.& = 0.35 (Figures 4 and IO) 

At this flow, the rapid pulse surge is occurring. The records 
show this to consist of t-see stall cells rota-tin2 at 35 per cent 01' tile 
rotor speed, in the same direction as that of the rotor, end of 20 per 
cent amplitude. li'hey extend thr9ugi-3 both stages, but vary in shape from 
point to point in the same stage and from stage to stsg:e. The stall cell 
width is zpproxkately 90". 

va/u = O.285 (Figures LL and II) 

kt this f'low, the slow pulse surge is fhlly established. The 
records show that it consists oi' one t;tdl cell rotating at 36 per cent 
cf the rstor speed. l'he aziplitude is approximately 5(; yer text after the 
first r&or roan, 30 per cent al'ter the first stator, 3C per text after the 
s*?cond rotor and 50 per cent sf'ter the second otator. 'ill33 stall cell 
width is rather variable, but after the first-stage stator, CL tlypical value 
is -l85', and after the second-stage stator, 140". 

va/u = 0.25 @pwes LC and 12) 

TIE single stall cell persists at this flow, the rotational speed 
beinv about 3+ per cent of the rotor speed. 
per Zent at CL1 positions; 

The amplitude is about 50 
the stall cell width is about 180' after the 

first stator blade row and 145' after thn second stator row. The stall 
cell shape is still irregular and complex. 

V4J = 0 (Figures 4 and 13) 
_--.__ 

This is the closed throttle p;*siticn ‘and is included "or completeness; 
the conditions in the compressor miZ.1 obviously be f.zz removed from t;?e 
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normal condition of predominantly akal f'lo;v, and the records given by the 
hot wire anemometers are 3f doubtful sipnificance, since no indication of 
flow direction is given. Yi!he records indicate perturbations of 35 te 4-O 
per cent amplitude; thzrc is no definite stall cell pattern. The com- 
pressor emitted audzible pulsations however, these being probably connected 
with the increases in amplitude which occur at about every three revolu- 
tions (see the lewer two traces in Figure 13) aId which represent the 
final. state of the stall cells. 

4.5 Single-stage tests - details of recc@ 

The general remarks at the beg.irA.ng of the grevious section QLSO 

apply tc the single-stage tests. 

v44J = 0.55 (Figures 5 and 14) 
-- ..- 

At this flow the compressor is not surged, but is necar the pe&C Of 

the pressure rise characteristic. The records show random perturbations 
*f a.bout 3 per cent aqlitude with blade -z&es of 1 tc 2 $?r cent. 

WlJ = 0.51 (Figpres 5 arid $11) 
/w-M..- .-.e.------ 

'Jkis is a point on the low fl:m side of' the peak of the pressure 
rise charasteristic, ‘and is situateti just before the cnset of surge. ,The 
perturbations have jncreased to 5 to 6 per cent amplitude; the blade 
W&es are again of 1 to 2 per cent am&ki.tude. 

va/TJ = 0.46 (Figures 5 and 15) 

At this fig-q the surge of the stage Alas comnenced. The records 
show one stal.1 cell rotating3 at 35 per cent of t1.e rotor speed, the cell 
width being approximately yjo; the amplitude cf the low Treyuency swing 
is 50 per cent. The stall cell structuze is again complex. 

v&J = 0.35 (Figures 5 and 15) - 
The single stall cell persists rotating at 36 per cent of the rotor 

speed. 'The amplitude is of the same order as before but the width has 
increased to l&2o. 

V,?/~J = (I,25 (F'i~+res E, and 16) 

At this flow, the stall ceil speed is 35 per cent of' the rotor 
speed; the low frequency swing am$.itude varies between 55 per cent and 
70 per cent, depending on the anemometer position. The cell width is now 
about 163~. 

Va/u = 0.25 (Figures 5 and j6) 

'There is little change in the lew frequency amplitudes but the 
stall cell width has increased to about 200'. The speed of rotation is 
34 per cent of the rotor zpeed. 

va/u = 0 (E'igures 5 and 17) 

As in tile t::ln-stage build at zero flow, the stall ceils have 
disappeared arLd have been rep1 zod by ranti>% perturbations, the magnitude 
being 2CI to 35 per cent. ,Q'ter the st,ator blades there are indications 
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of a comparatively regular periodic increase in amplitude, this probably 
being responsible for the audible pulsations and representiilg the final 
state of the stall cells. 

5.0 giscussion 

Summarising the foregotig, the tests show that at flov~s prior to 
surge, the first sign of irregularity in the flow conditions is the 
or.currence of random perturbations of velocity, these increasing in magni- 
tude as surge is approached. There is no indication of the presence of 
these perturbations shown in the pressure rise chs.racteristics, at least 
within the limits of accuracy of the tests on Reference 1; there are for 
instance no discontinuities to be seen. \"lhen surge occurs the rotating 
stall cells =e suddenly established with accompanying discontinuities in 
the pressure rise characteristics. The stall cells occupy the whole blade 
ht:ight and extend through all bl:l&: ro:vs. The "rapid pulse" surge of' the 
two-stage tests consists oi' three stall cells rotating at 35 per cent of 
the rotor speed and occurs at flows wk;re the first stage tested alone &-DUS 
a single stall cell surge, and the second stage tested clone is unsurged. 
The "slow pulse" surge in both single and two-stage tests consists of one 
cell rotating at approximately thy sazile spted, whic!i, as in the case of the 
rapid pulse surg:, is substantially c,onstaxt for CL1 i'lovJs. 

The records sl?ow that the internal structure, i.e. the velocity 
profile, of a stall cell is r.omplex and varies not only from blade row to 
blade row but also at differsnt points after the same blade row. fIpsrt 
from the stall cell itself, the flow in the remainder of the annulus is 
considerably distorted from the pr?-surge uniform distribution; this 
distortion has been called a "low frequency swing" in this Memorandum, the 
stCLL1 cell occurring in the minimum velocity region. 

The effect of reduction of flow coefficient on the low frewency 
swing amplitude rued width of the st:KLl cells in the slow pulse surge 
condition is illustrated in Figure 18. In the single-stage tests, 
although the amplitude of the low frequency swing tends to remain constant, 
th\? stall cell width increases uniformly; this latter curve has been 
extrapolated to 366" at zero flow, on the assumption that at zero flow 
the cell extends over the whole circumnfference. This assuz@ion is not, 
however, regarded as possessing universal validity. For the two-stage 
tests there arc=i~ufEcient points to justify any general conclusion on 
changes of the stall cal?. with c&ages of flow coefficient; but con- 
sidering conditions after the first stator blade row, at a flo-,v coeffi- 
cient of 0.25, the cell width snd the amplitude of the low frequency 
swing are reasonably similar in both the si.ngle and two-stage tests. The 
presence of the second stage operating at a flow coefficient at which it 
is surged when tested alone, has apparently had little effect on the: Pirst- 
stage conditions. 

In none of the tests is there any indication of the attenuation of 
the staI1 cells through the second stage; this might for instance have 
been expected at a flow coefficient of 0.35, where in the single-stage 
tests the first stage exhibits a single stall cell and the second stage is 
unsurgcd. Inskad, three stall ceils extend through both stages without 
obscrvabla attenuation (Figure IO). Unpublished -r:ork at N.G.T.S., however, 
has shown that in certain cases of mismatching of multi-stage compressors, 
such attenuation can occur; 9 is probably a function chiefly of the 
dcgrec and distribution 0:' misnatching throu& the stw>es, the required 
conditions being unfulfilled in tk prestnt tests. 

Zicre is at present; no generally acct?pt\;d theory on the factors 
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goveming the number of stall cells in an annulus. Figure 19, which is 
based on earlier tests reported in Reference 1, shows the effect of varia- 
tion of inter-stage axial spacing on the rapfid pulse and dew pulse surge 
flew coefficients. It is probable that in all cases the rapid pulse 
surge was caused by three stall cells, and the slow pulse surge by a single 
cell. At t!ye lowest and highest spac*ing,s the three cell conci.ltion did not 
OCCLW. It is thus apparent that the occurrence of any given stall cell 
configuration depends partly on the inter-stage spacing, although there are 
probably several other important factors. Tt also fo:Llows tnat single- 
stage tests are probably of little value in the assessment of stall toll 
propagation in 8 mCLti-stage compressor. This has an i?rportant bearing 
on the planning of future research work. It has been observed on this 
conpes sor , in tests using up to six stag;es of' conventional blading with 
normal axial spacings in both matched .and moderately mismatched conditions, 
that at the ilow gencr,&ly recognised as the surge flow, audible pulsations, 
similar to those of the *slow pulse surge, are heud (see for instance 
Reference 3). The present tests thus su&;est th& the usual surge on this 
compressor is associated with a single rotating stall cell. 

The present tests do not sugp,est Rtiy criterior for the inception of 
std-1 cell re@ies. ReferWlce 4 hOWever concludes theit stall ceils occur 
when the slope of' the overall pressure rise versus flow coefficient curve 
becomes zero or positive; this is of course a well known criterion for 
one-dimensional. stability in co.mpressors, and is developed for instance 
in Rei'erence 5. Yhis conclusion is based on single-stqe tests. Exami- 
nation of Figure fj does not support tkis theory for the przsbnt stages 
when tested separately; surge is seen to occur z'or both stages at a 
lower flow than that correspcnding to the p@a?c pressure rise. Figl.re L!k 
shows that the rapid pulse surge apparently causes a discontinuity in the 
overall chnractcristics of tl:e tzo stages in series but there is no indi- 
cation of a significant change of slope prior to this. 'The -ince@ion of 
the slow pulse surge occurs after the overall characteristic hss already 
exhibited a small positive slope. The results cbtained in this region 
( i.e. when the rapid pulse surge is present) should be treated with reserve 
however, as the stall cells probably affect the measuremeni,s of j?ressure 
rise to some extent. 

6.0 Conclusions 

A stag,e of' free vortex bladiq.; I-,cis been tested in series with a 
similar but re-stap$ere?. stv,e, and alone, .xn the two-stage tests the 
stagger of the second stage was such a3 to give a lower surge flow when 
tested individually, the inter-s ta.ge sputiing being qqroximately f'ive 
blade chords. The f10-~v fluctuations associated with the various surge 
or near surge conditions were examined by means of hot wire anemometers. 

It was found t2-tc.t at flows prior to thi; first recognisable surge to 
occur, random perturbations in the flow occurred, increasing in amplitude 
as the flow coefficient was reduced; the highest amplitude was recorded 
in the two-stage tests and was about 30 per cent of the mean flow velocity. 

In the two-stage tests, the first surge to occur, described in 
Reference I as the "rapid pulse surge", was found to consist of three 
stall cells rotating at approximately 35 per cent oi the compressor rotor 
speed. At a lower flea, this changed abruptly to the "slow pulse SUT&~", 
which consisted of a sir&o stall cell rotatillf, at &JUt the sam? speed; 
at all con&itiono the s?;all cells extended tnroueh 133th stages, and over 
the whcle blaUe he.igh_i. IChe slow puZse surge resulted in a much lager 



discontinuity in the pressu~~e rise ch~ectiristics thxn did the rapid pulse 
SUTPP 5% '. 12 the single-stage tests, thee rapid ~37nlse surge G;,d not oscur; 
but the slow pulse surge again consisted of a single cell rotating at about 
the same speed. 

Tithe cells themselves appeared as rtgions of conqlex and variabie 
velocity distributicn, but externally to them the circuxi'erential distri- 
bution of velseity was c,xAis, with ZJ~ amj;iitude cf the order of 50 ;,er 
cent of the wan vsl*city, tne c~ells occurring in the regions of lowest 
velocity. 3 the single-stage tests, reduction 01' flow coefficient 
tended to increase the stall cell width, wiii-\out much change of the ampli- 
tude fif the velocity distribution outside the cell. 

The investigation gener,Uy, taken in conjun~Ai.on vrit;~ that of 
'Eieference 1, serves to emphasise the im-ortance of inter-stage spacing and 
stage mismatching as ccntributory factcrc decidiq; 'ke occurrence and tse 
of stall cells and also indicates that single-st;:.ge tests mould be of little 
direct asr;istanca in the assessment cf stall. cell -ropagation in o. nl~~li;i- 

stage compressor. 

The authors are if6e‘oted to Zr. 5. Chaplin for assistance in 
presenting the theory CP tl-e hot Cre anemcmeter given in &~pendix II, 
ani for general advice during the running of the tests. 
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U 

Va 

fs? 

P 

blade speed 

axial velocity 

total pressure rise 

density 
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Blade design dettils -_I 

The blades wre of fme wmtex design (design Plcw coef'i'icient = 0.667; 
50 r_rer cent rectction at mea3 dimeter), with details as below, The sec- 
tion ~78x3 Cl+ cc circular ~330 cwr~i3er lims; the blade height was 2.5 in. and 
t!lc Inem radius 8.75 iirirl, 

'i;he rotor has fifty-eigh, t- blocies and the stator sixty so that with &de 
chords of l.lL., I.16 <ad I.06 in, at root, mean and tip respectiWly, tile 
details are as follovm:- 

r 
_-_-_- "_-WI. 

iiotor 
i 4 
! 6 I PI r/m 39.2 0.874 46.5 1.0 50.5 1.14 

i Fa -2.5 15.6 32.0 

i e 42.7 g0.q 18.6 

s/c 0.726 0.862 1.020 

t/c 0.12 0.10 0.08 

i--- JJ2 5.5 23.4. - 37.8 

stator 

r/m 0.860 : 1.0 I.125 

$3 52.0 11.6. I 42.2 

r -'A . 18.6 15.9 14.0 I 

c 33.4 i 30.2 28.2 

S/C o.;'L& : 0.833 0.505 

s / a.: t/c . 26.7 0.10 23.4 0.11 21.1 il.12 

I_- 

Inlet sides 

. r/ml 0.86 1.0 1.125 

pJ 0 0 0 

P4 -31.6 -28.2 -25.9 

6 31.6 28.2 25.9 

s/c 0.744 0.833 . 0.905 
t/c 0.10 : 0.11 0.12 

CL. 26.7 . 23.4 21.1 

For Stage 2, 
numeric&Lly by 15'. 

the stagger of the rotor and stator blades was increased 
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J%PPENDIX II 

Theory of hot wire anemometer 

constant representing radiation and free convection losses 
from hot wire 

constant representing the physical dimensions and properties 
of the hot wire and fluid 

constant representing the heat capacity of the hot wire 

rate of heat loss from the hot wire 

rate of heat storage in the hot wire 

rate of electrical heating of the hot wire 

electric current in the hct wire 

electric current when fluid velocity is zero required to 
heat wire sufficiently to bring its resistance to mean value 
attained during a given set of fluctuation measurements 

electric current during fluctuation measurements 

electrical resistance of hot wire at temperature T 

electrical resistance of hot wire at reference temperature Tr 

electrical resistance of hot wire at temperature of fluid 
stream (T,) 

tewerature of hot wire 

reference temperature in definition of temperature coefficient 
of resistance of hot wire 

temperature of fluid stream 

velocity of fluid stream 

temperature ccefficient of resistance of hot wire 

increment of quantity X 

time average value of quantity X 

Then, when the hot wire is immersed in the fluid stream, Reference 6 
shows that the rate of lass of heat may be expressed by:- 

H = (A + BsiF) (T - Ts) . 

The rate of heat storage lin the wire is given by:- 

Ii'= z& 



The rate of electrical heat input is given by 

Then, at any instant, 

H" = H'+H 

i.e. 12R = !g + (A + T.0) (T -  Ts) l 

If the hct wire has a small enough heat capacity, and/or the fluc- 
tuations in velocity and therefore temperature Care sufficiently slow, the 
heat storage term may be neglected, and the equation becomes:- 

1% - {A + Bslij) (T - T,) 

Now, R - R, a a Rr(T - Ts) 

Thus, substituting for (T - Ts), 

YR - crR, 
- zz A+Be 

R - R s 

To find the effect of a small change in V, we dif'ferenLiate, 
remembering that for :,he present tests 

I I, = constant cz 

Then I,2 u R, 

For establighing the rc&aticnship between dV and dR it is sufficient to 
substitute R for R and V for V. 

Th9n 
- I,' a Rr 

. -- = 

' 

In order to simpl.ify this expressi.on, we introduce the current I,, which is 
the value required at zero fluid velocity to bring the resistance of the 
hot wire to the mean value clbserved during the flow fluctuation measure- 
ments. It is conveniently measured at the end of a given set of tests. 

Then, 
I,* g CL Rr 

x -Rs 
= A+0 
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k2 - c IO') Rru -z--- 
E - Rs 

zz I&y. 

Therefore, substituting for 13 5, 

dv i.e. -z- = 
- 2 I,* d R/E 

.- 
-v 2 

I, - IO2 (F/R, - I) 

i.e. ~=S. - 2 q2 

Ti B I$' - IO2 (z/R,: - 1) 

dv dR 
This is a linear relationship between 7 and - . 

B 
In the tests, the 

value of g is indicated by the measured voltage across the hot wire and 
x 

the current. 

For large fluctuations, it is not sufficient to consider differen- 
tialls. Instead, 7ve consider finite increments on the time average vskes 
Nf V and R. 1~ order to nal:e the a&ebra more tractable, we neglect the 
constant A. This is permissible when the radiation and free convection 
losses EUX szxSlJ. compared with the forced convection losses. 

I, 2 LR, 
Then, --- - B$ 

R -R, - 

and 
q2 (E+ AR) c; x, 

?&AR -KS 
= d+AV. 

Then, 
(x -I- AR) (R - Rs) 

(g + Al3 - R,) (F) = 

AV AR Thus the relationship - and = is not linear. 
v R 



't'lhen the frequency and/or the htiat caps.cit,y of the wire are rela- 
tively high, the heat storage term can no lo21ger be neglected. It has 
the effect of reducing the amplitude of tile resistance fluctuations as 
com;pared with the low frequency or steady state Clue, <and also of intro- 
ducing a phase retardation. It is discussed *in detail in References7, 
8 2nd y. For small. fluctuations it can be shown that t'he amplitude is 
reduced in ths ratio I/X?? 47c2 f2 $ where f is tkc frequency and %i is a 
function of the wire resistance, the temperature coefl'icient of resistance 
and the h.>atincf current. ._1 The phase retardation is tarr+ 2xfM. 

blethoda of comperk.,. --ation .fnr t‘ne heat storage effect are discussed in 
References 7, ii and. 9. In the prosent tests, it is considered that the 
effect became serious at f'requencies above about 500 c/set. The i'unda- 
mentsj. stall cell f're,juencies were X~,~~rOXiilYitely 9 and 27 C/SCC for One 

and. three celis respective iy, wh'2le the blade wake frequency was about 
lym z/set. As eqlained in the text, thf distortion from the amplifier 
system compieteljr ~uS;Laeighed that from the heat storage effect in the 

present tests l 
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